DEDICATED TO QUALITY, INNOVATION AND VALUE.
Convenience... Our wide-open galley offers all the comforts of your kitchen at home. 3-burner high performance range; 2-door, 2-way refrigerator with ice maker standard and large convection microwave, you will be able to prepare any of your family's favorite meals. Laminate cabinets and pewter hardware provide a durable, easy clean surface that will look great for years to come and add to the resale value years down the road.

Living Room Model

Bedroom • model 3105, 3505

Abundant wardrobe and drawer storage, large pillow top memory foam mattress and beautiful decor create an inviting area for rest and relaxation after a long day of play. Large cabinets and overhead storage keeps your gear off the floor, safe and organized out of the way yet available when you want it.

There is no better way to enjoy down time when you’re not out riding or competing. Wide screen LCD, rocking stereo system with sub-woofer and extreme sport inspired custom interior decorating and seating come together in this value packed toy hauler. Large windows give you a great view of the hot action around you while the ceiling fan and 15,000 btu. air-conditioner keep you cool and comfortable.

Spacious living...

Open living areas that incorporate a free-standing sofa, optional movable recliners, optional fold away beds and motorized bunk beds create the perfect place to prepare for a day of the dunes or wind down after a day of the track. When it’s time to go, the bunks raise up to the ceiling, the sofa folds flat to the wall, recliners move to the front and tables store away leaving over 100 square feet of open garage for all your toys and equipment.

Living Room Model, model 3105, 3505

Basement...

A Giant pass-through storage compartment conveniently located outside the G-force is the perfect place to store fishing rods, skis, lawn chairs and more. Complete with light and 110V electrical outlet adds convenience.

Galley...
**Fuel-To-Go...**

Forget about gas cans that spill and only hold a few gallons. G-force is available with optional dual 28 gallon fuel tanks and convenient filling nozzle. No need to guess how much fuel you have left, just check the gage located inside.

**Don’t Be Left in the Dark...**

Side move and slide move floodlights assist in lighting your way on that early morning setup or the late night loading. Pull the light where you need it with the plug-in/out switch. Kicker floodlight control and operates from up to 1000 feet away to help you find camp at night.

**SAFE & SECURE...**

Highly visible LED taillights project a clear message to drivers behind you when stopping or turning. Additionally being mounted on the vehicle body rather than the gate, the hazards can be seen with the gate open or closed in an emergency. The gate is equipped with a spring assisted hinge for effortless operation and is mounted under the ramp for an unobstructed approach to the garage and a neat clean look. Locking gate latches keep your cargo secure when you are away and prevents accidental opening of the gate while driving.

**SLIGHT Glare GAGE...**

Reading the latest magazine, preparing a meal or repairing the four wheeler, G-Force has the light you want where you need it.

**Don’t Be Left in the Dark...**

Side move and slide move floodlights assist in lighting your way on that early morning setup or the late night loading. Pull the light where you need it with the plug-in/out switch. Kicker floodlight control and operates from up to 1000 feet away to help you find camp at night.

**PlAy HArD — PlAy LOuD...**

You won’t just be seen in your G-force. The mega-watt stereo system features a Kicker Sub-woofer powered by a blasting amplifier and eight high performance speakers including two exterior mounted for your patio pleasure. All this sound can be controlled from inside at the receiver that plays CD, DVD and AM/FM or from outside with the exterior stereo control.

**More POWER...**

All the power you need to keep the fun going when you can’t plug in. Quiet, on demand power for your refrigerator, air conditioning, stereo, TVs and more. Never let the fun end.

**Lighting...**

Exiting the latest magazine, preparing a meal or repairing the four wheeler, G-force has the light you want where you need it.

**Touch of a Switch...**

Control of the lights, beds, generator and other features is made clear and easy by mounting switches and gauges in central locations with simple labeling and instructions.
Gulf Stream Facilities...
Located in the heart of the Amish country, the complex, along with Gulf Stream’s affiliate, Fairmont Homes, Inc., covers over 400 acres and includes more than 1.5 million square feet of state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities. With over 20 years of manufacturing experience producing quality Recreational Vehicles, Gulf Stream is the leading manufacturer of high quality and high value RV products that are distributed through a partnership relation with independent dealers who are focused on meeting customer expectations.

Featuring a 2-Year Warranty!
In addition to our standard one year warranty, Gulf Stream Coach, Inc., offers an exclusive 24 month warranty on structural components. In addition, major component manufacturers are providing 24 month warranties on their products installed in Gulf Stream units such as refrigerators, antenna, furnace, water heater, air conditioner, awning, range, microwave and more. See the official written Gulf Stream Coach, Inc., Warranty for details.

*for purposes of this warranty, “structural components” shall be limited to the structure of the side walls, front and back walls, roof and floor.

Gulf Stream has been awarded the prestigious Platinum Recreational Vehicle Manufacturer Quality & Productivity Award in recognition of our commitment to producing quality recreational vehicles.

Your family and friends will feel safe and comfortable in a Gulf Stream fifth wheel. Compare... and you will see the exceptional value of Gulf Stream fifth wheels.

For more information and available options, contact your local Gulf Stream dealer, www.gulfstreamRV.com or Gulf Stream Coach, Inc., Gulf Stream Coach, Inc., reserves the right to make changes in prices, colors, materials, components and specifications and to discontinue models at any time without notice or obligation. Gulf Stream Coach, Inc., assumes no responsibility for any error in type or print reproduction of specifications or floorplans in this brochure. Photographs may show equipment or items that are optional and are not included in the purchase price of the coach. Test drive and review a current model at your nearest Gulf Stream dealer. © 2002 Gulf Stream Coach, Inc., Nappanee, Indiana U.S.A.